High School (1st)

But I’ve Got My Fingers and These Ashes, Manna-Symone Middlebrooks

Home, Madeleine McComb

Racing With Angels, Nashetah Tucker

Rain, Victoria Pham

Timeline, Pascale Smith

High School (2nd and 3rd)

Actions Speak Louder than Words, Maxine Wicks

Blank Pages, David Silberthau

Brambles, Pascale Smith

Dreams Tied Down, Martha Robles

Forecast Fever, Charles Battersby

Open Wounds, Johnnay Bradford

Tuesday Downs, Princess Mosley

Middle School (1st)

A Date for Cleo, Valencia Stevenson

Blueberry Tart, Anna Jaoudi

Chickens of the Flock, Matthew Stewart

The Question Lover, Brian Mach

Middle School (2nd and 3rd)

B-Twist, Sophie Everbach

Don’t Judge a Book By Its Color, Eli Wachs

Our Drawing Pallet, Nikhila Viswanathan

Outcast, Mosammeth Anjum

Rewind, George Revell
The Ghost Girl, Makhi Richburg

The Unthinkable, Frances Mouzon

The Unknown, Isaiah Lowery-Ceaser (NOTE: It’s not called Title of the Unknown)

Elementary School (1st)

Monsters at Night, Gwen Davis

Shadow Friend, Christmas Cotter

The Chosen One, Adam Weil

Elementary School (2nd and 3rd)

Origami, Origami, and More Origami, Topjor Tsultrim

Quest...Future...Dessert, Unknown

Revenge of the Squb, Unknown

Savior of the Shoe, Maya Wilson

The Adventures of a Potato on Planet Squirrel, Aaron Blower

Why Can’t All Books Get Along, Taha August